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Figure 1: Our proposed method: Magnorama. Magnoramas allow the flexible extraction, transformation, and annotation of a region of
interest (right) inside the real-time captured point cloud. A Magnorama can be interactively positioned, rotated, and scaled by the user.
Increasing the size of the Magnorama provides the user with a magnified view of the region of interest. By that, it supernaturally augments
the precision of annotations while remaining in the scene context.

A BSTRACT
When users create hand-drawn annotations in Virtual Reality they
often reach their physical limits in terms of precision, especially if
the region to be annotated is small. One intuitive solution employs
magnification beyond natural scale. However, scaling the whole
environment results in wrong assumptions about the coherence between physical and virtual space. In this paper, we introduce Magnoramas, a novel interaction method for selecting and extracting
a region of interest that the user can subsequently scale and transform inside the virtual space. Our technique enhances the user’s
capabilities to perform supernaturally precise virtual annotations on
virtual objects. We explored our technique in a user study within a
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simplified clinical scenario of a teleconsultation-supported craniectomy procedure that requires accurate annotations on a human head.
Teleconsultation was performed asymmetrically between a remote
expert in Virtual Reality that collaborated with a local user through
Augmented Reality. The remote expert operates inside a reconstructed environment, captured from RGB-D sensors at the local
site, and is embodied by an avatar to establish co-presence. The
results show that Magnoramas significantly improve the precision
of annotations while preserving usability and perceived presence
measures compared to the baseline method. By hiding the 3D reconstruction while keeping the Magnorama, users can intentionally
choose to lower their perceived social presence and focus on their
tasks.
Keywords: Interaction techniques, medical information system,
virtual reality.
Index Terms:
[3D user interaction]: Human factors and
ergonomics—Teleoperation and telepresence;
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I NTRODUCTION

Immersive virtual environments hold great potential to support collaborative and assistive tasks, such as joint exploration [1] or collaborative medical procedures [2]. They can provide avatar embodiment [3, 4] and augmented forms of interaction in ways that would
not be possible in the physical world or traditional media [5, 6, 7, 8].

Such collaborative environments can consist of purely virtual environments (e.g., [9, 10, 11, 12]), augmented environments (e.g.,
[1, 13]) or asymmetric combinations that merge virtual as well as
augmented reality aspects (e.g., [14, 15, 16, 8, 17, 18, 19], see
[20, 21] for further systematic reviews). One of the applications
of the latter class is telepresence and, more specifically, teleconsultation [2, 18, 22], in which two or more users, physically apart
from each other, can interact and guide another through a specific
procedure.
To provide a mixed reality or asymmetric teleconsultation, as in
the case of medical emergencies, it is necessary to provide bidirectional communication, visualization or replication of the situation,
and context [22, 2], for example, by 3D reconstruction [23, 24].
Despite recent progress, remote collaboration in virtual- or mixed
reality scenarios still faces several challenges that consider the coherence of shared environments (and the relation to the physical
space), such as sharing awareness [25] or avoiding collisions [26].
Moreover, it can rationally be assumed that interactions, especially drawing in 3D reconstructions, are error-prone either due to
the technical artifacts of noise and reconstruction errors or, more
importantly, the lower accuracy when compared to drawing with a
physical pen and paper, which arises from the lack of physical support [27] and the fact that drawing in 3D has higher manual effort
or cognitive and sensorimotor demands [28].
In medical teleconsultation, however, precision in interaction
and guidance can be critical to ensure a patient’s survival. Surgeons, paramedics, and first responders are likely to encounter injuries in which immediate treatment is of paramount importance.
Still, they might not be trained to or not possess enough experience to perform certain interventions. Even trauma surgeons may
lack specialized skills for specific procedures. One of these emergency surgery procedures is craniectomy, where the patient’s skull
needs to be opened to promptly release pressure from a swelling
of the brain. Teleconsultation may be used for marking the steps
to perform the craniectomy but requires exceptionally accurate annotations as guidance, which would directly relate to interventional
incisions.
Little work has explored how to support such high-precision interactions while ensuring important communicative functions for
successful collaboration. In this regard, common tools for consultation include virtual avatars that can point and gesture at realworld objects or draw mid-air annotations, which both users can
see. When users need to draw a line accurately, an intuitive approach is moving closer. However, moving closer may still limit
the precision capabilities due to factors such as jitters of the drawing device resulting from tracking errors. These reduced sensorimotor capabilities will become apparent in mid-air drawing tasks.
Yet, adapting common methods from purely virtual applications for
sketching (e.g., VRSketch) or drawing (e.g., TiltBrush), such as
scaling the whole environment depicted as a real-time point cloud,
would most likely result in sickness effects, mislead the perception
of size and spatial relation between objects and context, and may
hinder necessary communicative interactions such as mutual gaze,
joint attention [29] and shared awareness [25].
1.1

Contribution

To address this problem, we propose Magnoramas (see Figure 1,
which can be described as interactive dioramas for selectively magnifying regions of interest of a real-time 3D reconstruction for remote teleconsultation. We describe our approach and compare our
method to i) a baseline and ii) to a variant of our method where
users can only see the Magnorama, but the context is masked. Our
method outperforms the baseline in terms of precision while having similar usability and task load ratings, thus providing initial
evidence for the applicability. Our findings show that removing
the scene context (and hence the partner’s avatar) reduces social

presence. This novel interaction method and its evaluation provide
valuable insights, demonstrate high potential, and guide the design
of future telepresence systems.
2

R ELATED W ORK

We divide the related work into three major categories that present
the related context and previous work for our approach: (i) Virtual Reality (VR) interaction with a World-In-Miniature (WiM), (ii)
drawing precision in VR, and (iii) co-interaction between multiple
parties during teleconsultation.
2.1

Interaction with a World-In-Miniature

The well-known work on WiMs by Stoakley et al. [30] follows a
related concept and utilizes a tracked physical clipboard. In VR, the
entire room is down-scaled and attached to the clipboard inside the
virtual environment (VE). Users could move furniture in the miniaturized version and observe the original furniture moving inside the
actual room. The authors recognize the potential of enlarging the
WiM for more fine-grain control of manipulation in exchange for
range. However, to the best of our knowledge, they do not follow
up on this idea and neglect the potential of detail selection and improved precision.
In the follow-up works, the metaphor of WiM is primarily researched for interaction [31], spatial locomotion and navigation
[32, 33, 34, 35, 36]. Wingrave et al. [37] added scaling and scrolling
functionality to the WiM and investigated the use of WiMs for spatial navigation. They, however, used scaling only to shrink the environment. They found that users rarely re-scale the WiM and often
leave it at a comfortable size.
Pierce et al. [38] introduce an interaction method alluding to
Voodoo-dolls, which applies the idea of indirect object manipulation that is present as well in a WiM. In this method, users can
create copies of virtual objects. Any interaction performed on the
copy is simultaneously performed on the original object.
In contrast, our method allows such interactions on any virtual
subspace and its content, therefore, is not limited to particular virtual objects. Additionally, no magnification was used for their
method.
While WiMs and Magnoramas have common characteristics –
such as the duplicated view on virtual space and indirect manipulation – the core aspect is that the scaling factor is inverted.
2.2

Precision of Drawing and Annotating

In the following section, we provide an overview of related work
regarding (the improvement of) freehand drawing and annotation
inside a three dimensional (3D) VR environment. In this regard,
we consider drawing to be a context free action and annotating
to be an object-centered application of drawing or object placements/attachments. One of the re-occurring difficulties during unconstrained drawing in a 3D environment is the inclusion of the
third dimension. One common pitfall is the misjudgment of depth
such that drawn line strokes may appear closer or farther than
intended by the user [39]. Additionally, drawing a straight line
poses a challenge since no haptic feedback nor cognitive, nor sensorimotor aids are provided, unlike drawing on a physical surface [40, 27, 28]. Multiple related works investigated the assistance
in freehand 3D manipulations or drawing with a tracked pen, either by including purely visual non-constraining guides [41, 42],
constraining guides [43], or haptic modalities [40, 44].
Barrera et al. [45] investigate the relationship between spatial
ability and the user’s proficiency to redraw a given shape in VR.
They found that helping the user identify the correct viewpoint and
starting point of the next stroke positively affects line precision.
Additionally, they conclude that dynamic viewpoints and feedback
on head-movements via a compass or a map can improve the sense
of depth.

Figure 2: A scenario using the asymmetric telepresence system. From left to right: The remote expert wearing the VR tracking setup for
animating his avatar and allowing annotations (left). A view on the local user from the first-person perspective of the remote expert in VR
(center). The HoloLens 2 is not visible in the point cloud due to the high reflection coefficient of the transparent display. 3rd person AR view
on the avatar of the remote expert and the local user in the shared environment (right).

Since drawings in these works and other VR applications are
anchored statically in the virtual space, users changed their body
position to gain a different perspective. A Magnorama is a cut-out
of the drawing region. Users can transform it with their hands and
quickly change their point of view to gain a better understanding of
the geometry as well as to object details. Simultaneously, the final
drawing results will not be changed in position and maintain the
spatial correctness.

2.3

Teleconsultation and Collaborative Interaction

Collaborative virtual environment approaches can be distinguished
between avatar-mediated systems (e.g., [46, 47, 6, 48]), 3Dreconstruction-based telepresence approaches (e.g., [13, 49, 50,
51, 24, 1]), and mixed/asymmetric approaches (e.g., [17, 8]). These
provide the basic context for an application use-case. Research in
object manipulation, shared drawings, or annotations for remote
guidance is central to teleconsultation systems. The next paragraphs discuss methods in a shared teleconsultation system using
annotations.
Oda et al. [16] present a method for VR/Augmented Reality
(AR) teleconsultation to guide the consultee in placnig a real physical object onto a second real physical object. They introduce the
concept of Virtual Replicas, which is an instantiated virtual version
of the physical object to be moved. By defining points on the virtual replica, the consultant can create links connecting the physical
object to the replica. Unlike our method, virtual replica require
knowledge and 3D model of the annotated object and does not provide methods on increasing the precision while defining the annotations. Oda and colleagues further [52] use a cutout from a real-time
captured point cloud in a collaborative AR collaboration system for
a more precise pointing gesture of distant objects. Kolkmeier et al.
[53] use an RGB-D camera to capture the 3D environment of the
consultee in real-time and visualize it for the consultant inside a
VR head-mounted display (HMD). Their presented work incorporates a real-time captured point cloud and an abstracted user representation (head and hands) of the consultant drawing annotations.
Weibel et al. [2] present ARTEMIS, an asymmetric telepresence
system using VR and AR HMDs. Drawing annotations is possible
in this system as well but with no additional solution for increased
precision.
These works indicate the need for precise annotations in teleconsultation systems. However, none of the the systems helps the users
to draw annotations that are more accurate than they could achieve
with their natural dexterity, which presents a gap in research.

2.4 Hypotheses
Our review shed light on three major areas of related work. Our research goal was to provide a method that would successfully assist
the presented use-case or related requirements. Reviewing the literature on drawing precision and projecting the findings on our proposed method, we assumed that H1: The magnification of details
in the form of Magnoramas increases freehand drawing precision since Magnoramas aim to improve information detail but also
act as “lever” for motor precision. Further, since the interaction
method is novel and less natural than more coherent interaction, we
also assumed that H2: Interacting with Magnoramas is inferior
in terms of usability compared to context coherent interactions.
Finally, considering the importance of co-location, joint attention,
communicative cues, and collaborative verbal and nonverbal interaction (broadly discussed e.g., [5, 54, 55, 8, 6], one could fear that
with our method H3: The perception of the interaction in terms
of co-presence and social presence aspects is inferior when using
Magnoramas since the remote user would change focus to other
parts in the scene when modifying the Magnorama, or completely
lose the context (Magnorama-only).
3 M ETHODS
We present a solution for the simultaneous view on the original
sized, virtual depiction of the real-world environment and a usercontrolled and rigidly transformable duplicate of a region of interest (ROI). As seen in Figure 1, the ROI is visualized as a transparent
cube with opaque edges. A duplicate of the same region is created
in front of the user, which can be moved, rotated, and scaled. We
call this duplicated cut-out, which the user can interact with, a Magnorama, as a portmanteau of “magnified” and “diorama”. Magnoramas allow the users to focus on their actions but still be aware
of their surroundings at different scales and points of view in the
remote space. This is especially true in their interaction with other
users in the same space.
For further addressing, we refer to the consultant working in the
VR environment as the remote expert (RE) and the consultee in
the AR environment as the local user (LU). They represent both
sides of the teleconsultation system in our study and are subject
to measuring their perceived co-presence, telepresence, and social
presence of their partner.
3.1 Implementation
Although the implementation can be done using different techniques, we present our solution to this concept, implemented in
Unity3D. We used an HTC Vive Pro Eye HMD, together with three
HTC Vive trackers, a tracked HTC Vive Controller, and a Logitech
VR Ink pen for the RE to realize inverse kinematic tracking [56]

Figure 3: Three experimental conditions. From left to right: Baseline (left), Magnorama (center), Magnorama-Only (right). In MagnoramaOnly, all context is masked, including the collaboration partner. The purple cube on the controller indicates that the Magnorama is active.

on the VR side. We used a Microsoft HoloLens 2 for the LU. The
Magnorama implementation consists of these components:
• ROI: A transparent cube with the transformation W T ROI
which encapsulates the ROI inside the virtual environment.
• Magnorama: A placeholder object with the transformation
W T Magnorama to provide the user with an interactable object.
• Magnorama Camera: A camera positioned with the same
relation to the Magnorama as the rendering camera World TCam ,
but in relation to the ROI:
W T MagnoramaCam

= W T ROI · (W T Cam −1 · W T Magnorama )−1

The rendering of the Magnorama camera has to accommodate our
method. Objects and reconstructed point clouds need to be scaled
around the center and clipped at the ROI’s border, which can be
done inside their shader used for rendering. The camera itself
should be rendered using the same depth buffer as used by the camera of the HMD for the correct occlusion with the scene.
In our implementation, as seen in Figure 1, it appears that annotations drawn in the Magnorama are also directly and in real-time
drawn at the original position inside the ROI. However, the opposite is the case. By drawing inside the Magnorama, the pose
of the pen is transformed into the coordinate system of the ROI
where the line is drawn. Since the Magnorama is a detached camera view of the ROI, the newly drawn line appears simultaneously
in the Magnorama. This approach of implementing Magnoramas
avoids duplicating objects in the scene since any interactions are
directly performed at the original location.
3.2

Digital Representation of the Remote Expert

The RE can directly see the LU in the real-time captured point cloud
(see Figure 2); however, the LU cannot see the RE without a virtual
representation. For this reason, the RE is represented as a generic
male or female avatar, to himself and to the LU, to allow for avatar
embodiment [3, 4, 57] and (social)-presence [55]. The avatar’s pose
is transmitted to the LU and visualized as seen in Figure 4 and
calculated in real-time through inverse kinematics. Parallel to the
avatar representation, both participants were able to discuss the task
using an external audio communication channel.
3.3

Appearance of the Magnorama for the Local User

As soon as the RE creates a Magnorama and proceeds to annotate
the ROI, the user simultaneously detaches himself from the region
at the on-site location. To communicate the use of the Magnorama
for the LU, we added visual indicators. Two boxes depicting the
selected ROI and the Magnorama are rendered for the LU while

Figure 4: Magnoramas as seen in shared Augmented Reality.
This view is captured at the local site from an additional HoloLens
2. The local user (left) observes the avatar of the remote expert
(right) while drawing annotations using the Magnorama. The image
was post-processed for better visibility of the Magnorama (purple).

the VR pen is inside the Magnorama. For the LU, the reconstruction inside of the boxes is not visualized because transmitting the
content of the Magnorama as seen in VR would occupy an excessive amount of network bandwidth, memory capacity, and compute
capabilities of the HoloLens 2. A link is rendered between both
boxes that connect the location of the pen tip within the Magnorama and the corresponding back-transformed position inside the
ROI. This link aids the LU to find the RE’s avatar representation,
even if it moves away from the scene during the annotation process.
This link is also visible in Figure 4. We measure potential adverse
effects from this solution by including the role of the LU.
3.4 Asymmetric Teleconsultation System
The proposed interaction methods were implemented in an asymmetric telepresence system inspired by Maimone et al. [24]. The
system consists of three stationary Azure Kinect RGB-D cameras
attached to dedicated camera PCs (MSI Trident 3, 16GB RAM,
NVidia Geforce RTX 2060 GPU) and a high-performance rendering workstation (Intel Core I7, 64GB RAM, NVidia Geforce RTX
2080Ti). The computers communicate via a dedicated 1Gbps local
area network. Each camera PC captures the color-image (BGRA,
1536p) and depth-image (NFOV Unbinned) with 30 FPS, encodes
both image streams to H264 using the hardware encoders on the
GPU (color: lossy compression/RGBA, depth: lossless compression/UINT16), and provides these streams with low latency as
RTSP endpoints. Furthermore, the sensor calibration (intrinsics and

extrinsics) is supplied as Capnproto RPC endpoint from each camera PC. The image streams and calibration data are then received
by the rendering workstation using a custom, native Unity3D plugin, decoded using the hardware decoders of the GPU and directly
streamed to DirectX textures on the GPU to achieve low latency
on the receiver side as well. First, each depth-image is unprojected
into a structured point-cloud using the respective sensors’ intrinsic
parameters.Next, the individual point-clouds are converted to surface meshes [58] in a geometry shader by creating triangles from
neighbored values of each depth-image and textured using the respective color images. Edges inside the depth image are handled by
only allowing triangles to be generated if all three corners have at
most a 2 centimeters difference in depth. The resulting meshes are
positioned using their respective camera extrinsic parameters.
The extrinsics of the three RGB-D cameras for 3D reconstruction are estimated using a procedure similar to the room calibration
of commercial optical tracking systems. In this process, we use the
infrared images from the Azure Kinect sensors since they correlate
directly with the generated depth-image for best precision. We use
an L-shaped target with four reflective spheres placed on the floor
to define the world origin and roughly estimate the camera poses.
Next, we collect a video sequence using a calibration wand with
two reflective spheres and use bundle-adjustment to refine the estimation of extrinsics. We register the Microsoft HoloLens 2 into
the same world coordinate frame using a fiducial marker that is calibrated within the room using an external tracking system.
4

U SER S TUDY

An extensive user study was performed for the evaluation of our
methods on Magnoramas. In the following, we describe the design
of our user study and its related components.
4.1

Design

The experiment was designed as a one-factor (Experimental Condition) within-subjects experiment. Pairs of two participants performed a semi-collaborative task in an asymmetric VR/AR telepresence setting. The situation reflects a medical scenario with a
LU requiring assistance for a surgical task and a RE assisting by
annotating procedure steps. Participants experienced both the AR
side as a LU and the VR side as a RE in three trials each, differing in the experimental condition. Our primary research goal was
to confirm our hypothesized benefits of improved precision of the
annotations and investigate potential downsides regarding presence
and usability arising from the new methods and communicative inconsistencies that emerge from the two proposed novel interaction
concepts. The object of interest for the study is a model of a head
that is rigidly fixated in the room.
4.2

Experimental Conditions

We compare three conditions which we refer to as “baseline”,
“Magnorama”, and “Magnorama-Only”. We theorize that each
condition has advantages and disadvantages regarding the perceived
presence and precision of the drawing task.
Baseline When the RE draws annotations using the baseline
method for our comparison, it refers to the act of directly drawing on the visualized head in its original pose and size, as seen in
Figure 3 (left). This represents the drawing methodology of similar telepresence systems with annotations with no option for magnification. In this condition, the user in VR can only see the 3D
reconstruction but no magnification.
Magnorama The RE draws annotations inside the Magnorama
but can still see the annotations on the real head. The RE is still able
to see the body language of the LU in the point cloud. The RE can
use the controller of their non-dominant hand to grab, rotate, and
scale the Magnorama. In this condition, the user in VR can see

both the 3D reconstruction and the magnification. This method can
be seen in Figure 3 (center).
Magnorama-Only Similar to the previous condition, the user
draws the annotations inside the Magnorama. However, the user
cannot see the original point cloud that is depicting the real-world,
as seen in Figure 3 (right). Again, the user can use the controller of
their non-dominant hand to grab, rotate, and scale the Magnorama.
In this condition, the user in VR cannot see the 3D reconstruction
but only the magnification.
4.3

Three Tasks Performed Per Condition

Our user study imposes a simplified scenario of a craniectomy.
Craniectomy was identified as one of many potential use-cases for
life-supporting remote telepresence systems in exchange with doctors and medical specialists. For this procedure, the surgeon must
act both quickly and precisely in order to prevent life-critical damage. In medical terms, a craniectomy describes the removal of a
part of the skull for releasing built-up pressure from a swelling of
the brain after a traumatic brain injury. Three main tasks are necessary during the procedure: (1) Cut open the scalp of the injured
person, (2) use a medical-grade drill to prepare holes in the skull
(craniotomy), (3) use a medical-grade saw to disconnect the bone
tissue between the holes.
For this study, we reduced the complexity of the tasks into abstracted color-coded tasks. The colors green, blue, and red each
indicate one of the craniectomy tasks: a green line for outlining
the cut on the scalp, blue pins for marking the drilling spots, and
a red line for outlining the saw paths on the skull. The green line
task covers a large area from the forehead to the ear. Users only
require a single tap on the controller to place a pin during the blue
pin placement task, which may provide insight into the precision of
single-action tasks. In the red circle task, the guiding line covers a
relatively small area, which is also passing through the positions of
the pins. The guiding lines appear as blue lines, as seen in Figure 5,
and not in the color assigned to the task to avoid confusion during the drawing procedure. All guiding elements are visible inside
the Magnorama to the RE. Therefore medical expertise was not
required for participation in the study as the participants were only
required to redraw predefined guiding elements, as seen in Figure 5.
The tasks will be referred to as ’line’, ’pin’, and ’circle’ task further
in this work.
4.4

Study Procedure

The user study was conducted in pairs. Each participant experienced both parts of the study paradigm (i.e., RE and LU).We welcomed participants separately and guided them to separate rooms.
The study began with the visual tests and an initial demographics
questionnaire, followed by the mental rotation questionnaire further
described in subsection 4.7. The first participant on VR dons three
Vive trackers for controlling their digital representation, which is
visible for both RE and LU as described in subsection 3.2. The participants hold the VR pen for drawing annotations in their dominant
hand, while they use their non-dominant hand for the controller to
move the Magnorama. Each participant had the chance to become
acquainted with the system for a maximum of 10 minutes, including creating annotations and interacting with the VR Ink pen and the
Magnorama. No participant exhausted the full 10 minutes of familiarization to feel confident with the interactions. The order of the
three experimental conditions (Baseline, Magnorama, MagnoramaOnly) and the order of the color-coded tasks are randomized. The
LU communicates the order of the tasks to the RE over an audiocommunication channel. Additionally, the LU decides on a preference for the drawing direction of the annotation. This is done to
encourage communication between both parties.
COVID-19 measures: Experimenters wore masks during the experiment and kept a safe distance from the participants. Partici-

asked free-text answers for specific advantages and disadvantages
of the method. At the end of the study, we asked participants for
their method preference, the underlying reason, and comments.
4.7

Figure 5: Guiding elements of the three tasks. 1. Cut on the scalp
(left), 2. drilling locations marked with cross-hairs (center), and 3.
saw paths to disconnect bone tissue (right). All guiding elements
are also visible in the Magnorama.

Figure 6: Exemplary hand-drawn annotations of the green line,
light-blue pins, and red circle as seen in VR. Annotations are drawn
by one of the participants based on the guiding elements for a baseline condition (left) and a Magnorama condition (right).

In total, N = 24 participants (Mage = 23.63, SDage = 3.03) were
recruited via mailing lists and campus announcements. Of those,
23 were students of various fields, including medicine (3) and computer science (2). 8 participants were female, 16 male. Participants
stated to spend time with digital media (PC, mobile phone, etc.) for
about 34.21 hours per week (SD = 3.85). 19 participants noted to
have used VR systems before, and 8 participants noted to have used
AR systems before. The average amount of previous VR usage was
M = 4.46 times, ranging between 0 and 30. The average amount of
AR usage was M = 2.17 times, ranging between 0 and 30. 6 participant pairs have known each other before, 6 pairs did not know each
other and were matched together on a first-come-first-serve basis.
To avoid any bias from visual impairments, we assessed a Landolt C-Test (EN ISO 8596) for acuity, an Ishihara Color test for
color deficiency [63], and a Titmus test for stereo vision. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision regarding acuity.
One participant had slightly reduced stereo vision. Two participants
had a slight red-green color weakness. Since there were no color
mixtures involved in the experiment, we decided to include these
in the analysis. We found that all participants were capable of performing the experiment. The average interpupillary distance of the
sample was M = 62.66 mm, measured by the HoloLens 2 device.
The mental rotation test [64] confirmed that none of the participants
had severe mental rotation deficits.
5

pants wore masks except for the time of the task. All equipment and
contact surfaces were carefully disinfected after each trial block,
and exchange devices were prepared for the participant switch.
Rooms were sufficiently ventilated and participants were located in
separate rooms. Strict exclusion criteria for the study were previous
visits to risk areas and any symptoms or contact with infected persons. Participants were clarified of these conditions, and all participants consented. The study was conducted in accordance with
the local COVID-19 regulations with necessary precautions and in
accordance with the declaration of Helsinki.
4.5 Objective Performance Measures
The simulation logged error measurements of the drawings. In the
green line and red circle task, the user redraws guiding lines. The
error is calculated as the distance between the pen-tip and the closest line segment. In the blue pin task, the error is calculated using
the distance between the pin and the closest target cross-hair. Inputs with an error greater than five centimeters are discarded during
the evaluation. This excludes the annotations created by accident or
for testing. Additionally, we recorded the time to task completion
between the first and last valid user input for each task.
4.6 Subjective Measures
Participants are asked to complete a questionnaire consisting of five
parts after completing each experimental condition. We assess copresence, telepresence, and social presence based on the factors
proposed by Nowak & Biocca [55]. The scales are adjusted to a
7-point Likert scale to ease the interpretation. We assessed the perceived usability by including the system usability scale (SUS) [59].
The SUS was evaluated using a 5-point scale (1 - strongly disagree,
5 - strongly agree). Further, we assessed the perceived task load
using the NASA task load index (TLX) [60]. We evaluated the
raw TLX total score (see [61]) and the sub-scores. A single question regarding the potential symptoms of cyber-sickness was added
(Fast Motion Sickness Scale (FMS) [62]). After each condition, we

Participants

5.1

R ESULTS
Objective Performance Measures

The annotation performance was analyzed by calculating the minimum, maximum, and mean error of the deviation from the performed annotations from target shapes/pin positions and their standard deviations. We analyzed the annotation performance by
the participants using a one-way repeated measures analysis of
variance (ANOVA), with the method of annotation as the factor.
Greenhouse-Geisser corrected values are reported in the case the assumption of sphericity was violated. Bonferroni corrected pairwise
comparisons are reported for significant main effects. Descriptive
results are depicted in Figure 7.
Pin Task Performance The results showed a significant
main effect for the mean error of the pin placement measure;
F(1.44, 33.08) = 3.89, p = .043, η p2 = .145. Pairwise comparisons revealed a significant difference between the baseline method
(M = 5.22 mm, SD = 5.24 mm) and the Magnorama method, which
resulted in a statistically significant smaller error (M = 2.56 mm,
SD = 2.32 mm; p < .05). The Magnorama-Only method (M =
3.02 mm, SD = 2.73 mm) outperformed the baseline, but not to a
significant level.
The analysis revealed a significant main effect for the minimal
error of the pin placement measure; F(2, 46) = 6.57, p = .003,
η p2 = .222. Bonferroni corrected pairwise comparisons revealed
that the minimal error was significantly lower in the MagnoramaOnly condition (M = 0.98 mm, SD = 0.75 mm), compared to the
baseline condition (M = 1.18 mm, SD = 1.38 mm; p = .012). The
Magnorama condition (M = 1.18 mm, SD = 1.38 mm) showed a
lower error than the baseline condition, but not to a significant level.
Circle Task Performance Greenhouse Geisser corrected results for the main effect of the mean error of the circle task were
statistically significant F(1.55, 28.28) = 3.93, p = .038, η p2 = .146.
Pairwise comparisons showed that both the Magnorama condition
(M = 4.17 mm, SD = 4.44 mm) as well as the Magnorama-Only

Figure 7: Subjective and objective results of the study. From left to right: (1-3) Box plots for the annotation errors from all participants.
The red line indicates the median. The lower limit and upper limit of the box represent the 25th and 75th percentile. (4) Social presence as
perceived by the participants when being the RE. Significance between conditions (p < 0.05) are marked with *.

condition (M = 3.01 mm, SD = 2.33 mm) significantly outperformed the baseline (M = 6.43 mm, SD = 5.72 mm ; all p <= .003).
In this task, the Magnorama-Only condition performed significantly
better than the Magnorama condition (p = .001).
Line Task Performance Greenhouse Geisser corrected values
for the main effect on the mean error of the line error measurement showed no significant difference F(1.14, 28.28) = 3.49, p =
.068, η p2 = .132. The baseline resulted in the highest mean error
(M = 6.79 mm, SD = 6.25 mm), following the Magnorama condition (M = 4.55 mm, SD = 3.42 mm). The Magnorama-Only condition showed the lowest mean error (M = 4.09 mm, SD = 2.60 mm).
No further significant effects were observed.
In summary, both Magnorama methods outperformed the baseline in all assessments, partly to a significant level. Regarding the
mean error for drawing related tasks, the Magnorama-Only condition seems to outperform the Magnorama condition. However, the
pin placements were more successful in the Magnorama condition.
Timing Results We recorded the time in which the participants performed each annotation task. We found a significant main
effect for the line task; F(2, 46) = 10.66, p < .001, η p2 = .317. Pairwise comparisons revealed that the baseline method (M = 18.43,
SD = 9.14) outperformed the Magnorama method (M = 30.59,
SD = 12.05) as well as the Magnorama-Only method (M = 31.35,
SD = 19.61, all p <= .003). There was no significant difference
between Magnorama and Magnorama-Only.
This main effect was similarly present for the circle task with
a slightly smaller effect size; F(2, 46) = 3.78, p = .030, η p2 =
.141. Pairwise comparisons showed that the timing for the baseline
(M = 13.49, SD = 8.76) was lower than for the Magnorama method
(M = 18.70, SD = 8.70) as well as lower than the Magnorama-Only
method (M = 20.51, SD = 12.93), but not to a statistically significant level.
Interestingly in the pin placement task, this effect was not
present; F(1.42, 32.66) = 1.30, p = .282, η p2 = .054. Baseline
(M = 11.56, SD = 5.88), Magnorama (M = 15.06, SD = 13.82),
and Magnorama-Only (M = 13.03, SD = 7.09) were almost at the
same level.
5.2

Subjective Results

We performed Friedman tests with consecutive Bonferroni adjusted
pairwise comparisons for the subjective measures. We were mainly

Table 1: SUS Score (0-100) and Raw total TLX (0-100), (M ± SD)

SUS RE
SUS LU
TLX RE
TLX LU

Baseline
74.17 +
− 12.74
71.04 +
− 13.91
26.00 +
− 16.25
16.00 +
− 11.22

Magnorama
73.96 +
− 11.86
71.35 +
− 13.70
22.19 +
− 16.03
16.60 +
− 10.58

Magnorama-Only
74.17 +
− 9.37
70.62 +
− 13.40
21.90 +
− 14.50
16.56 +
− 9.93

interested in the VR side (executing the annotation actions through
the different methods) of the telepresence system.
For the VR side (RE), we found that the three conditions significantly impacted the level of social presence perceived by the participants; χ 2 (2) = 6.66, p = .036. Bonferroni corrected pairwise
comparisons revealed that the baseline condition (MDN = 5.00)
showed a significantly higher social presence than the MagnoramaOnly condition (MDN = 4.67 p = 0.30). Differences between the
baseline and the Magnorama condition (MDN = 4.83) or between
the two Magnorama conditions were not significant. No significant
differences were observed for the co-presence or telepresence measures. Further, no significant impacts on the presence factors on the
AR side resulting from the different methods were found.
A Friedman’s test for the SUS showed no significant difference
in the usability assessment. All techniques were rated above a score
of 70 for both the AR and the VR assessments (see Table 1. Friedman tests for the raw NASA TLX score (see [61] for a discussion),
the NASA TLX subscales, and the FMS measure did not show significant differences between the conditions.
5.3 Preference and Comments
In VR, 12 participants preferred the Magnorama condition, 7 are
undecided or did not answer, 4 preferred the baseline, and 1 preferred the Magnorama-Only condition. The participants liked the
Magnorama condition because they can annotate on the magnified
head while still being able to see the LU. Participants preferring
the baseline condition perceived it as more natural compared to the
other conditions. 18 participants in AR were unsure to pinpoint
differences between the three conditions. 6 participants liked the
baseline because the avatar directly worked on the head.
6 D ISCUSSION
Our study compared the proposed Magnorama technique to a baseline and a Magnorama variant that masks the situative context. Our

results support H1: The magnification of details in the form of Magnoramas increases free-hand drawing precision, in the sense that
the Magnorama conditions clearly outperformed the baseline conditions in many evaluated aspects to a significant level. The results
show an improvement of the drawing precision using the magnified
view of Magnoramas. This does not contradict one finding of Arora
et al. [27], that drawing errors of larger objects in VR are higher, as
the user-inputs are scaled back while using Magnoramas.
Magnoramas increased the time required for the line-tracing annotation tasks. We did not specifically draw a hypothesis on this
aspect. Still, we suspect the reason for the increased time to be the
increased length of the guiding lines inside the magnified region
while users draw at similar speed in all conditions. This interpretation is backed by the fact that the time for placing pins did not show
any significant difference between conditions. The green line task
did not show significant improvement in precision, although having
overall lower mean errors. This may be caused by the large region
spanning from the forehead to the back of the ear and forces the
user to change the point of view multiple times, whereas both, pin
and circle tasks covered smaller regions.
The Magnorama-Only condition tends to yield lower error values. We assume by anecdotal observation that by hiding the environment, users are more likely to choose a larger scale of the Magnorama as space occupied by the original point cloud can be used
to place the Magnorama. The precision can be further increased by
choosing a smaller ROI and a larger Magnorama scale. This may
be another starting point for further investigation.
Based on the TLX scores, our findings did not support H2: Interacting with Magnoramas is inferior in terms of usability compared to context coherent interactions. This was surprising since we
would not have expected the Magnorama condition to be perceived
similarly usable. One argument for the result may be that the users
also perceived increased performance and, therefore, higher usability. For tasks where continuous lines need to be drawn (such as the
line and circle task), users should consider a trade-off between an
increased time-on-task and the magnification value.
The evaluation of the questionnaires showed further that among
the three types of perceived presence, social presence perception
was impacted by the conditions and found to be significantly lower
for the RE in the Magnorama-Only condition compared to the baseline. This only partially supports H3: The perception of the interaction in terms of co-presence and social presence aspects is inferior
when using Magnoramas. In addition, the Magnorama condition
was able to maintain its perceived social presence while increasing
the precision during the annotation tasks. We interpret this as the
cause of the partial remaining coherence.
During the study, we observed that both participants exceedingly
focus on the head during the drawing task and rarely look up at the
participant. Therefore, we propose the use of Magnoramas when
precise annotations or interactions are required. Before and after
each task, automatic mechanisms could be incorporated to toggle
the visualization of Magnoramas to regain a better perception of
the communication partner. Magnoramas have a positive aspect
on synchronicity, as the users can gesture, utilize non-verbal communication, etc., compared to the Magnorama-Only condition. On
the other hand, in tasks requiring utmost concentration, such as the
craniectomy, the Magnorama-Only setting can provide intentional
concealment of the periphery as fewer distractions divert attention
from the precision task and thus allowing the focus on the region of
interest.
6.1

Limitations

There are some limitations. First, our study measured only the
drawings from virtual ground truth to virtual space annotations.
Therefore we cannot conclude the precision of annotations between
virtual and physical relations. However, this was a conscious de-

sign choice since we did wanted to exclude additional noise from
tracking and calibration errors from the experiment. For the same
reason, only the precision for RE annotations was measured but
not the precision of the drawings at the LU.Further research should
investigate the error of LU annotations and the physical-to-virtual
discrepancies. The number of left-handed participants was low (3
out of 24) for concluding its impact on the measurements. However, the randomized drawing direction dictated by the LU should
mitigate the effect of handedness when reproduced on a larger sample. We did not explicitly measure the correlation between the degree of magnification and the time-on-task. Future studies using
Magnoramas should monitor the drawing speed in the combination
with the magnification. We are also aware that the quality of the
real-time captured point cloud may introduce artifacts. Therefore,
our findings with regard to the presence measures should be subject
to further validation. Finally, for simplification and experimental
control, we pre-defined the position of both the ROI and Magnorama. Users were neither required to choose the position and the
initial sizes of the ROI by themselves. This may partially explain
the usability results. In the desired target use-case, the ROI can be
automatically selected through object detection based on the point
cloud or opened manually by the user.
7

F UTURE W ORK

Future work could integrate more compatible interactions for Magnoramas besides creating annotations, e.g., selecting and manipulating objects. We imagine Magnoramas hold potential as interactive second viewpoints, similar to Augmented Mirrors [65] to perform specific tasks, such as alignment or multi-modal visualization,
more efficiently that are otherwise difficult. In the present work, we
focused on the interaction of the VR user. In the future, we would
like to compare new approaches in representing the avatar of the expert in AR since 25% of the participants in AR preferred it when the
avatar directly annotated on the head. An exciting solution includes
the attachment of the avatar at the real head in combination with
the scaling of the avatar corresponding to the scale of the Magnorama. A similar approach has been investigated by Piumsomboon
et al.[8] under the name of Mini-me. Consequently, rotating the
Magnorama could have the avatar fly through the scene with a “jetpack” inside the AR view, presented by Piumsomboon et al. [66].
In a scenario with more than two users, the perceived coherence
and social presence may be impacted. Future work could therefore
consider augmenting both, social behavior [67, 11] and appearance
[8] of the avatars, to potentially compensate for missing coherence.
8

C ONCLUSION

We proposed Magnoramas as a selective magnifier of a region of
interest inside a 3D telepresence system using a real-time captured
point-cloud. In our study we found that the magnification through
a Magnorama allows a user to draw annotations more precisely in
trade for a lower perceived social presence of the communication
partner. This effect was mostly mitigated when using the Magnorama along-side the original point-cloud. The increased precision
from Magnoramas can be incredibly impactful for any teleconsultation system which allows freehand interactions. Moreover, they
can be generalized to manifold use-cases but could be specifically
beneficial for medical or industrial scenarios. We conclude that the
value of Magnoramas is substantial for our scenario of a craniectomy and successful in increasing the precision and quality of the
annotations, which opens a path for future endeavors.
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